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PERcEPrtvE comments by John Morgan on the main results of this paper led to the discovery of 
a rather stupid error in the proof. In consequence, the results originally stated are probably 
incorrect. However, without much modification one can obtain correct statements sufficiently 
strong for the applications I had in mind. Morgan informs me that he has obtained equivalent 
results. I shall give the full statements of the corrected results, but only specify which 
modifications are needed to the proofs. 
No alterations are needed before Theorem 3. That result should read as follows: 
THEOREM 3. Let A satisfy Axioms 2 and 3. Then there is a natural transformation q: H,(X; 
Z/2’)+ F(Z/2’) of Bockstein functors such that for any Z/2’-manifold N, 
~(z/27(N;f,g) = ~f*(I(N)g*l n WI)+BJ(N;f, g)+ i,WWfY 8). (4.4) 
The initial comments, and sections on “the c/3 case” and “the c case” need no alteration. 
The fundamental mistake occurs in the discussion of “the 7 case”, viz. the sentence ‘Wow 
~\,j: H,(X; z/2’)-+ F(Z/2’) determines by duality a class ?r E H*(X; F(U2’))“. Since i 
and A are transformations of Bockstein functors, we replace this by “Now define n = A Q i.” 
The argument given before again shows that if the class of (M, f) in &(X; Z/2')@n,cz129Z/2' 
lies in j*H,(X; Z/2’), then 
A,(M, f I= 7f*(W) n [m. 
The rest of the proof holds good with only trivial modifications. 
THEOREM 4. Let A satisfy Axioms 2 and 3. Then there is a natural transformation 8: 
KOJX; Z/n)+ F(Z/n) of Bockstein functors (for n odd) such that for any Zln-manifold N, 
Again, the proof is as before, but eliminating the reference to duality between KO* and KO,. 
Now Theorem 5 is valid (essentially without alteration), but the remainder of 86 (including 
Theorem 6, Proposition 7 and Theorem 8) should be deleted. 
The remainder of the paper needs only trivial changes (e.g. we can delete the discussion of 
finiteness conditions for groups ?r). In view of its proven importance for applications, we give 
the required changes for the case of Theorem 12. 
By Proposition 11, if 4: T + d, the diagram 
H*(p) - H*(4) H*(n’) 
J 7lC-B J I)(W’) 
L’(9) 
L*(r)- L*(r’) 
of natural transformations is commutative. 
TH~EM 12. Let M+ V be a normal map between closed manifolds with fundamental group 
IT, i: u C v a subgroup of finite index, fi+ V the corresponding covering normal map. Write 
8(V) E L,(W), 8(V) E L,(a) for the surgery obstructions. Then L,(i)ft(fi = (lr:a]8(V). 
Hence if ?r is finite and a its Sylow 2-subgroup, 0(V) = 0 if and-only if t?(V) = 0. 
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Proof. We calculate the surgery 
commutative diagrams 
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obstructions in terms of the classifying maps, lying in 
BG 
The 2-localisation of t9( v) is given by 
q(a)f*(l(V)g*L f-l wl)+B*cuwi). 
The first term here is computed as 
and its image by L,(i) is therefore 
~(~)H*(i)f*(P*I(V)P*g*I U WI) by Proposition 11 
= Il(p)f*p*Cp*I(v)P*g*(f) n Vi) by the above diagram: H,(i) = (Bj), 
= ~h)f*(wg*u) n &I) naturality of cap product 
= deg p. q(7r)f*(1( Q?*(l) 17 [u). 
The argument for the other term is similar (half was written out in the paper), and so is that for 
the odd localisation. Since deg p = 1~: crl, this proves the first assertion. The second follows-as 
before, since L,(?r) has no odd torsion. 
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